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An Attempted Denomination of the Axiorialical

Characteristics of the Theory of Rural Social

Development in the Society of the Future

(OUtline of the subjectmatter)

by

Jerzy Damrosz

(Warsaw, Poland)

I Determination of the content of the

principal theoretical premases

a

There is such a thing as a universal law of social develop-
,

ment as there are historically conditioned and variable mecha-

nisms of social life. But there is no universal theory able to

generalize that law by abstracting from the current 8CCUM11

lated stock of knowledge, way of thinking and the range of our

ignorance. It is thus periodically necessary to verify our the-

oretical formulations, disclose doubts and work out new theo-

r,.tical ideas and modes of action. This applies to situations

when we improve the procedure of cognition of the social real-

ity and when we aim to transform that reality. But it is first

of all necessary to register the gaps in our research with the

hope to reveal our ignorance which ahould grow in measure with

the expansion of scientific attainments. AB Jean Fourastie

points outs "Uhrevealed ignorance often generates errors. This

applies not only to scholars, but also to publicists, political

leaders, activists-in which case the consequences of such er-
1

.mors may be particularly40angerous".

The tempo of social change is ever more rapid and the rate

of technico-economic change is still more rapid. But the trans..
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formation of man's psychosomatic system takes place much

more slowly. This is the essence of the problem and the

theoretical premises of the development of the rural areas

and of the local community should be considered on that

background. The pressure of new phenomena in the sphere of

the theory of needs and the maturing of new problems demand-

ing solutions botb on the scale of the local community and

of the society as a whole, require new theoretical methoda-

logical as well as programmatic and sociotechnical solut-

ions.

The fdnctions of the village and the local community

in the society indicate the following directions of consi-

deration and reflection:

a) the theory of needs and the present organ3zation

of social life, sensu larro, the mechanism and faetors of

change-in the cross section of micro-and macro-social chan-

ge. Tradition and modernity;

b)spontaneous processes and planned processes;

c) directions of change and social goals, criteria of/

evaluation;

d) neW tasks in the sphere of.organization off social
;

life and models of the_future society (concrete-historical

models.flowing from social diagnosis .at the current stage

of historical development, a troppective model baSed on.

social prognosis based most often on the extrapo;ation of

contemporary realities and aspirations and a utopian model

expressing dreams and longings, withOut considering a pro-

per evaluation of human nature and the laws governing the



psyche and social life ).

Such a range of studies can only be accomplished by

a large group of investigators who represent various scien- -

tific disciplines. Most fruitful methodologically wouldbe

analysis along the borderlines of the sciences. The above

sketch is one variant of scientifiO preparation for this

type of investigation.

11 The village-as a scientific problem

and Social:value of interdisciplinary

research

1.

The problems involvd may be conceived retrospectively

or prospectively. The range of the former conception reach-

es deep into history, for it is possible to investigate

man's historical struggles to obtain nourishment even befo-

re the appearance of the village and communities of agri-

cultural producers and animal breeders in the post-nomadie

era. When the village and society in the European sense

(village-town system).became in recent decades a subject

of intensive research, various scientific disciplines be-

gan to cooperate: history and ethnography, sociology joint-

ly with ethno-sociology, economy, etc., hence fields of

scienCe interested primarily in contemporary phenomena.

When these studies were joined by prognostics and futuro-

logy the village commenced to be conceived also prospect-

ively.

2.

The very essential problems here are: the hitherto or-
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ganiotion of Ube labour process and the social structure of

the prorhicers of foodstuffs coming to an end? Will tbe village

cease to e:st as a locnl community, as a unit of settlement,

30 a distinct (in relNtion to the city) legnl-economic org:Iniz-

ntion? Wbile the historjcal changes thusfar have not undermined

the foundations of the village's specific and stable elements,

the present situation is defined as:

- a crisis of the villaf:c and arcriculture (in the stage

of a conspicuous decline in the area of arable land, in the ra-
rural population

tio of agricultural output to national incomei.the declining!,

in absolute and relative figures);

- the crisis in social values, connected with the function-

ing of the local community based on indirect inter-personal con-

tacts (at the stage of intensive urbanization and industrializ-

ation in various socio-economic systems because of the progress-

ive dissolution of the traditional rural local community, the

considerable population displacement, the pressure of concept-

ions, views and values represented by city culture, etc. Due to

all of these, there is a crisis in traditional values hitherto

acknowledged and universally accepted by the rural population.

To this must be added the fact that the values associated with

folk culture, which to some extent continues to be a source of

the national culture, are repulsed by the urban and consumption-

ist way of life and mass culture);

- the crisis of the natural environment (the growing threat

from industrial technology which crentes negative side effects

upon nature end man in the spheres of biological and mental

health),

6



3.

The above crises situation is regarded by some investigat-

ors and a considerable part of decision-makers as the unavoid-

able result of the development of industrialized and urbanized

society. Certain adjustments are therefore often .undortaken

in order to remove the most drastic disturbances in the cycle

of agricultural production and hence in.the social order or

symbiosis with nature. While'various Superficial diagnoses,
pisr

which do not go deeply into the Dources of the problem, often

give rise to extreme views (the apocalypsse or paradise on

earth). Conclusions are being advanced on.the need of further

mechanical elimination-of all distinctions betweet.city and

.c.ountry not only in the sphere of civilizing facilities, but

in cultural patterns, method of organization of the labour pro-

cess, in education, etc.

The cardinal problem hence arizes: what will be the' Place

of the village, of agriculture and the culture of the local

community in the future society? There is.also the question

whether the rural community is only a collectivity of produ-

cers-in Which case the dominant problem is that of production

economy and the system of management. Or'whether it is first

of all a collective of people with their needs and aspirpt-
which

ions, values and obligations toward the broader society from
A

it expects benefits and goods not only of material character,

The question is thus whether to apply an economic accounting

or a humanist accounting (which regards jointly the problem

if mnterial and non-material needs from the-viewpoint'of the

given system of supreme values),
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III The village and the humanist accounting

1.

Propositiun I. It must bu'considerud thnt the neclect or

belittling the import:ince of agriculture) or simply the diffi-

cult economic, tcchnical and sociological problems of the rur-

al areas have led to a crisis situation in the food supply

not only in Poland but on n world scale. It is not a question,

of course) of halting popi,lation migrations and thus creating

a entegory of neo-serfs tied to the soil (glebae adscripti),

but of the planned regulation of population afflux, depending

on the technical level of agriculture in the 6iven nrea. The

fewer the number of people serving agricultural and hnimal

production, the better, more efficient and varied must be

agricultural mcchinery, the higher must be the level of farm-

ers' education, the more developed the infrastructure, etc.

The premature depopulation of the village must lead sooner or

later to serious economic perturbations. The low profitabill,v

of agricultural output, the low prices of produce, the low pre-

stige of the farmer's profession, limited access to civilizing-

cultural goods and other factors create the phenomenon of the

so-called negative selection, the result of which is the ww-
dus oC the most enlightened and enterprising peoliie from the

villages to cities or the emergence of a part-ti.ae farmers

stratum which is unable to effectively increase agricultural

production

2.

?reposition Ii. The attitude to the eulturi heritage

should evidently be critical an6 seleetive. Otherwise .tliere_.



would br, no social progress. But Lhe e.tNir faster tempo or

lire, the crwring volum,J of technical informat6on, the chan-

ged moie c" orgrnIzation or social life, the pressure or

existing and aroused needs-these factors actively break

down traditional socio-cultural systems and social values

hitherto regarded desirable. This is the foundation of so-

cial pathology, of the social maladjustment of individuals

and groups, of consumptionist attitudes which disincline to

public activity in its broad sense.

Ethnographic and ethno-sociological research have many

times confirmed the effects of disfunctional phenomena on

social collectivities if the mechanism of public activitiis

too violently disturbed under the pressure of alien cultural

patterns and if the social group is unLible to organically

assimilate the new complex of civilizing products ( see

R. Firth, BJTalinowski among others).

The violent destruction of the social values created by

the old local community (not only the rural), cultural de-

composition, the growth and intensity of sociopathic pheno-

mena (called social pathology) endanger the very essence.of

the functioning of the mechanisms of the social micro struc-

ture irrespective of accelerated solution on'the scale of

the social macrostructure ( although the influence of the

"macro" on the "micro" is always noticeable).

3.

Proposition Iii. There are many ways of counteracting

the above signalized phenomena. But their common denominator

is a progratrune of raising the quality of life by moderniziqg
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it. At, Lhe foundntion of our social, economic and LcchniciAl

asprationo L the!, nice for moklernity. But mod(xnity g.ra-

dunlly becomes n fetish, n measure of proL:ress, not only

technical but also social, moral, intellectual... And here

is where the hitherto proposed very general criteria are dis-

appointing.

Tradition and modernity-this is the key problem in con-

siderations on shaping the new Polish society, the rural

community in particular.

The thought premises underscored above suggest the fol-

lowing general conclusion: solutions should be sought in

the actual development of man's socialist environment (tbe.

social microstructuro-the family, companionate circlesletc.

and in the local community) and furthermore in proper con-

ceptions of cultural planning.

As is evident, this problem considerably transcends the

sphere of economics, of production. It is primarily a t,?rob-

lem in the domains of axiology and sociotechnics, for it is

impossible to conceive economic and administrative activity
out

in modern society with,social enterprise and self-management.

Here is a great antynomy: bow to reconcile central plan-

ning with creativity, decentralization, regional planning,

tbe principle of the free development of the individual's

personality.

IV The village in the planning

society- and mot:10.s of the

future civilization

If it is accepted that in evilest for the shape 0.3r

future Tlociety and village we ousht to reach for the hiher
-

1 0



vslues in mans8in:7: economic and technical phenomena, then

the question of the eoeial ethos hnd protection of the so-

cial environment undoubtedly comes to the fore.

New soientific disciplines hsve mstnred in Poland vlSich

have the thnk of preventirr, the devastation of the tri-sphe-

re: the biosphere, psychosphcre and nociosphere.

Problems of the protection of various phenomena involved

in that tri-sphere were formerly diffused over many scient-

ific dinciplines and were often underestimated or not obser-

ved. The development of Polish humanist thoilEtt, concern for

the all-sided development of the personality end unease Cau-

sed by the violent leap into the advanced stage of ind..1strial

civilization as well as the urgent need to retain a state

of equilibrium in the tri-sphere-these are the premises for

the new theories end new sociotechnical programmes. To the-

se premise6 should be added confronte....on with the attain-

ments of world science and assessment of the situation in'

the technically most advanced countries (Japan, for instance).

The famous appeal of U Thant, the analysis and prognosis

of the Club of Rome and others confirmed the anxiety of Po-

lish scientific centres. But the question was not to limit

therapeutic measures,to the analysis of external phenomena.

It was neceesary to reach to the deepest sources of the cvi-

sis of mankind.

Thus tn be noted in Polish sTience in the last dozen

years or 50 45 the emergence of more crystalized conceptions

or the protection or the homan race in its variom manifest-

ation*, There s1*0 a growing anticipation that the system
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nf nnrJ60 plonnIng will onceeed to overcome tho onertttion:

of Intnntviol olviltztion.

Tho new revenrch entegeries aud prIrwiples of practleul

activity include

- scnoplogy - Do the science of protQction of the na-

turn1 environment (1062, Walevy (loetel),

- altyphronice ao the science of protection of the

human psyche against negative effects '.

ittAttohia 4hteLTuo4
( 071, Jozef Bdnka),

histosociology - as the science of protection of Lhe

social envJronment (1072, Jerzy Dam-

rosz).

The need for histosociology arose in connection with the

progressing process of devastation of the sociosphere, the

disintegration of the social environment felt particularly

in microstructures. The relation between histosocioloEy and

sociology would be the same as that between sozoology and

natural science and between eutyphronics and psychology

and philosophy.

The present author was inclined to advance the proposi-

tion to distinguish a new independent scientific discipline

the subject of which would be to protect the social micro-

structuresa's the "social tissues",/by the following conside-

rations: a) the need for more intensive studies of social

microstructures and their coalescence with the theory of

culture, ethnosor:iology and futurology, b) the need to bring

to the fore the forging of new personal ties in the dehuma-

nized industrial civilization and c) to counteract the nega-



tive fCcets
of "dup]icated and reproduced culture" by pro-

c

pagating original culture, the living word and independent

creation. The proposition also included bdoptien of a new
0

name: histosociology (from the Greek histos mg tissue).

The social tissue consistn of every system of sociel

relations based On various types or soclal ties, hence of

thn dominant personal or material tics. The social tissue

may be "healthy" or "sick", depending on whether it enables

the all-Psided development ot the personality or if it ham-

pers, disintegrates or destroys it. This is why histoeociolo-

gy would stress the kind of human bonds which are most be-

neficial to the development of!the personality, ykamely per-

sonal ties or, more strictly) personal ties based on mutual

goodwill.

The sphere of interests of histosociology would thus um-

brace some aspects of' folk culture. For folk culture does

not consist only of artistic cutouts, dress, buildinL;, etc.

It is also rites and ceremonies, social and moral rules,

neighbourly cooperation, various forms of autonomy in the

local community, etc. It is hence an entire system of con-

ceptions and views based on personal bonds and ties with na-

ture.

Important here too aro such questions as the organic

continuity of culture; the ecological attitudu of spatial

planning, etc. But attituds are here such elements of the

social tissue which integrate and assure the proper deve1ep7

ment of the social microstructure on the basis of personal

ties.

1 3
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flistosociology is thus a version of sociotechnics and in-

terpretor of the manner of preventing devastation of the sociO-

sphere, closely linked with the theory of the social ethos

and protection of the social en,-ironment.

It needs :to be stressed that the conceptions protection

t of the social ethos or protection of the social environment do

not mem the defence of all traditional social attitudes2

patterns of thought and behaviour. For there is a constant

.process of historical change and of transformations of systems

of values, ways of life, etc, But,it is necessary'to bear in

mind the existence of ethical immutables. Protection in this

sense means protection of man hiMbelf in his social environ-

ment.
A.

If the broad theoretical horizons of development of the

rural areas and the local community are regorded from that

point of view, then'it is possible to consider models of civi-

lization of the future society. And this becomes all the more

necessary if it is accepted that the type of civilization cal-

led induatrial has its ultimate limit of intensity which can-
()

not be exceeded by continuous qpantitative increase. It does

not seem to this author though that post-industrial civilizat-

ion will be based on a variant of industrial civilization

which does not lead to that extreme limit. Transformation

ought to be of a qualitative, not a quantitative character.

Initiation of the scientific-technical revolution, the

watchword of all hIlmanity2 creates the possibility-in the ape...

cifie Polish conditions of socitOt planning-of an earlier

transition to ttle stage of post-industrial civilization. The
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prenent'author is r.onvinced that pOst-Industrial clvilization-

moy be renlized before industrial civilization has reached

its peak of development, for the former is precisely the.sta*:

ge when the deformations of thelatter commence to be elimi-

nated. This may moreover happen not only when complete mater-

inl affluence has been attained end not only when industrial

.civilization hes reached the extreme limit of intensity.

Post-industrial civilization is the stage when the prima-

ry value becomes protection of the natural environment, the

consequences of which arenot so much the checking of techni-

cal progress as Editing it new directions (e.g., limiting che-

micalization in favour of other forms of acting on nature).

Solution of at least the most important technico-economic

and physio-strategic (sozoglogical) problems in the shortest

possible time will safeguard humanity from self-destruction

in a biological sense.

But it may be foreseen that the further stage of develop-

ment of post-inftstrial civilization, which will be marked

by an intensified scientific-technical revolution, will cause

the accumulation of problems in the sphere of histosociology

rhich will comioel anew a humanist revolution. This will con-

front us with the need of implementing a model of a humano-

centric civilization. The germs of a humanist revolution

are already visible today in the forms of youth protests and

revolts, calls for reform of the educational system and for

permanent (continuous) education, the defence of lasting eth

ical values, etc. This is why the process.of transformation'

of the rural areas and the local ciimmunity cannot be regardecV
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as a final stage which is followed by a fully urbanized socie-

ty.

The village is both a settlement and social unit. This

requires very cautious and flexible approaches to spatial

and social planning, so that the evolution of social ties and

values constitutes a stage of organic development and not a
3

sudden change carrying with it social disintegration* But this

is a subject of detailed analysis and studies. For it is not

a matter of projecting still another social utopia.
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Reference notes

1 Jean FnurbsiTe, 117sli_przdwodnie (luiding Thoutpts), War-

szawa 1972, p. 44,

2 The present author first signalized the problem and offer'

ed terminological propositions in the article entitled Wies i

perspebtawy rozwoju cywilizacAi industrialnei (The Rural Areas

and the Developmental Perspective of Industrial Civilization) in

Czlowiek w pracy i w osiedlu (tian at Work and in the Housing

Settlement), Warszawa, nr 6, 1973, pp. 5-16,

3 In a paper delivered at the European Congress of Rural So-

ciology at Rome (july 1973) I presented the following proposi-

tions;

nhis view is based an the assumption that people ought to work

and live in different types of micro-regions linked by a common

eco- and socio-sphere subordinate to the basic administrative

units, not differentiated into city and country. Such micro-

regions are:

- micro-region (A)- the living zone (residential, the services:

trading and social, cultural institutions, sports facilities,

etc.) with a relatively small degree of pollution fromtechnolotg-

gical fallout, with large green belts and the peripheral main

communications arteries not traversing the settlement, etc.

People of various occupational groups, workers in II rge plants

and farmers, for instance, may live in settlements of that zone.

(There would be rapid means of transportation to other zones:

in,lustrial, agricultural, etc.).;

- micro-region (13)- an industrial zone (polluted) which must

be separated from residential zones by large spatial protective

barriers (2-3 km green belt, etc.). People in zones of concen-



trated industrial-plants should spend there only the regulation

number of working hours then move to relatively clean areas,

i.e., to the residential zones;
-

- micro-region (C)- an agricultural zone with small processing

plants;

- micro-region (D)- a recreation-tourism zone with developed

hotel and service bases, a thick network of tourist institutions,

etc.;

- micro-region (E)- a zone of national parks without paths for

mass tourism, including zones of strict reservations open only

to scientists of appropriate specializations.

A further possible proposal is that small towns (of 2-5000

inhabitants) should be the subjects of experimentation in modern

spatial planning in the sphere of micro-regional systems, with

consideration of the above principlesV


